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Editorial
Springing into Action.
There is, maybe unsurprisingly, more than a hint of Spring to this months edition.
Paul’s fine Photo of the Month and his opening comments in this months Topical News
hopefully set the scene and perhaps also echo what many of us have been fortunate to witness
and experience during the last balmy days of February.
But Spring is not just an awakening from the winter, but preparation for the season ahead.
And you will find plenty to be doing and to be getting involved in, within the pages ahead.
As another phase of Henfold’s development nears completion (subject to volunteered input
materialising!), a tantalising hint of plans for a next phase … The Pavilion, are provided. Hopefully
will be able to provide some more that detail ahead of a likely EGM during April.
We report on the very floral topic of the Quiz Night that helped to reawaken us to the delights
of the Spring & Summer colours to come and to look out for. The annual Spring Lunch proved
once again to be a great opportunity to talk about what is to come in the months ahead.
And what a lot there is ahead of us this Spring. In addition to the regular Monthly “to-do” tips,
learning opportunities are there for the booking, with Alan Byham leading a Spring Management
focus to Surrey BKA’s Training Day.
Having spring cleaned your stock of equipment, the Auction at Mickleham will enable you to
sell surplus, or acquire needed items (or bees!). And since you will be at Mickleham, take a
sample of your bees for a health check at the Clinic.
One answer to a question you may find yourself asking whilst reading the guideance on preparing
a swarm hive box is … Fabi-Spray. Now you WILL have to read it wont you! And remember,
last year’s swarm season started unusually early, and with record late February temperatures
this year … Bee Prepared!
So the message is … Spring into Action.

Richard and Graham
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Topical News
Spring Awakenings & Revelations - a few words from our Chairman
Elsewhere in this issue, Andrew has provided
an update on where we are with development
The snowdrops and crocus were very popular
of an indoor training facility (Pavilion). There is
and I saw bees on the hazel too.
a long way to go yet but the committee thought
All good news.
that it was time to get the approval of our
I shall be feeding my bees a pollen substitute membership.
in the next week to give them a good start.
To this end we will have an EGM on the 18th
Don't let your bees starve right at the end of April after our Wednesday session at Henfold
the winter. The very mild 2011 meant that a Lakes. Andrew will present our progress and
number of my colonies needed feeding more we will have a vote on taking the next step
forward. Be there and have your say.
than usual.
My bees woke up this week!

Paul Cleaver
Surrey BKA Treasurer Vacancy

Requests for Volunteers

The SBKA Treasurer, David Humphreys, will
be retiring at the 2012 AGM, after ten years
service. Council are seeking a suitable
candidate to fulfil this role.

Below, is just one of a number of requests you
will find in this edition for members to volunteer
just a little of their time to assist in some
important activities during March.

They should be a qualified accountant with a
sound understanding of the role of a trustee
of a charity, especially the corporate aspect,
and ideally, knowledge of an organisation
such as ours. Being familiar with the Charities
Commission SORP accounting practices
would be an advantage but not essential.

The more members that do put themselves
forward, the less onerous the task each will
probably find themselves being asked to do.
Many hands make light work … particularly
appropriate to the appeal on page 6.

David is prepared to continue consolidating
the annual accounts for the Charities
Commission
and
participate
in
the
preparation of the final report if the appointee
so wishes.
Candidates are requested to send a brief
curriculum vitae to the SBKA Secretary
including:
1. their perception of the role.
2. their appropriateness for the role
i.e. a member of the SBKA or not.
3. their suitability.
The successful candidate will be expected to
attend four council meetings a year and the
AGM. He/she must be a user of email.
Sandra Rickwood
SBKA Secretary, rickwoodsbka@gmail.com
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So please, do not be tempted to leave it all to
the “usual suspects”. Spring into action!!!!

Auction Assistance Appeal
If you can spare a couple of hours to help
out at the Auction ( see page 8 ),
volunteers are needed for a few roles:
● Runners to help get items
booked in and help buyers
collect items purchased
● Cashiers to collect money and
register bidders and sellers
● Car park marshals to co-ordinate
parking
● Catering help to prepare and
serve refreshments.
Please contact Andy Robinson via
auction@reigatebeekeepers.org.uk
or call on 07595 893343

Events News
Quiz Night - Name That Plant …. and other stuff
The month of February kicked off with a lively,
competitive and informative Woodhatch
meeting.
Quiz master Paul Cleaver put the grey matter
of the 35 members’ present to test with a
daunting 75 questions.

Whilst the majority of the visual questions
required participants to “Name the Plant (with
the bee on it)”, these posers were interspersed
with “Name the Beekeeper (behind their veil)”,
“What’s the significance of this? (to
beekeepers)” and “What’s next in the
sequence? ( related to beekeeping)”.
Naming some of the plants proved difficult
enough, even for the botanists. For some of
those less horticulturaly gifted, one blue flower
proved to look much like another. Despite
assertions that a particular plant was being
repeated at least half a dozen times, Paul
assured everyone that they were ALL different.
Many of the other non plant questions were
also quite a challenge to identify, unravel or
decode. Few even managed to recognise
themselves in the “Name the Beekeeper”
pictures! But maybe a veil should be drawn
over that.
Despite all this, a worthy winner did emerge
at the end of the evening.
Coral Lloyd achieved an impressive score of
48½ points, earning herself the title of Quiz
Night Champion 2012 and was duly awarded
a cash prize of £30 by Paul. Well done Coral.

Spring Lunch - making a mighty fine meal of it.
It may have been unusually cold, but the roads
were thankfully clear of snow and ice and the
sun actually shone on the 26 members who
assembled at the Black Horse in Reigate on the
11th Feb for the annual Spring Lunch.
There, great company and great food were
enjoyed in equal measure.

It was particularly nice to be joined by former
members, who served to kindle the thought
that we really ought to document the history
of the clubs membership.
Had this years Quiz Night (above) included a
“Name the Past Chairmen” it would appear that
few could have named more than half a dozen!

Congratulations and thanks are
due to Andrew Buchanan for his
organisation of the event … and
for the timely supervision of the
restaurant staff to avoid ‘dessert
wars’ breaking out.
Oh, and the Cranachan was
delightful and VERY spirited!
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Spring Bee Clinic Day
Saturday afternoon, 31st March
at Mickleham Community Centre
(during the Auction, see page 8)
The Spring Bee Clinic is an opportunity to have
your bees checked for Nosema for a nominal
fee of just 50p per colony sample, with results
notified within 24 hrs. This compares extremely
favourably with the NBU’s charge of £10 and a
10 day turn around!

dead and to keep them “fresh”. So you do need
to have sampled your colonies the previous day.

Surrey BKA Training Day

South of England Show

Saturday 3rd March

Friday 7th - Sunday 9th June

Venue - Trinity School,
Shirley Park, Croydon. CR9 7AT

Show Venue - Ardingly, West Sussex

Volunteers are likely to be needed for
registration, recording, sample preparation,
manning the microscopes and catering.
Someone to actually manage the clinic itself
This check remains a useful tool in bee health would also be very much appreciated.
management. You may attempt to treat an Time off from admin, clinical & managerial
affected colony either with the “just about still duties will be given to bid for Auction items!
permitted” antibiotic Fumidil B, or to simply try
treating it to new clean frames & foundation. Offers of assistance to Paul Cleaver please.
Alternatively you may need to destroy the
(See back page for contact details)
colony to protect unaffected colonies.
* A neat trick for capturing samples of ~30 bees is
Register at the clinic from 12.00 hrs and deposit to cover a restricted National hive entrance with the
30* freshly killed bees in a matchbox or other open top face of a deep transparent pot that has a
separate seal-able lid. When you can see enough
container clearly identified with your name and
bees inside the pot, slide a sheet of card between
hive reference.
hive entrance and pot opening to cover & remove
Do make sure the bees are dead, or the clinic the pot. Then simply place the pot lid over the card,
gets far too exciting! Overnight storage in the slide card away & press lid closed. Label, then pop
freezer is recommended to ensure they are
the sealed pot into the freezer.

The title for this day is ‘Spring Management’.
Topics covered will include queen rearing…
managing nucs… swarm control………………..
and the day will end with a Quiz!
Speakers during the day will be led
by Alan Byham, Regional Bee
Inspector.
This is a county event so profits go towards
providing further training events/speakers.
Places may still be available, so a
prompt application is advised.

There will be a wide range of bee and honey
classes open to all beekeepers.
Please contact Pauline Sparkes for further
details and schedules of the show classes,
which will be available after the 21st April.
4 Chalmers Close, Charlwood,
Surrey, RH6 0DP

An application form is circulated
with this edition of

Email - Sparkes-1@tiscale.co.uk
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Apiary News
Henfold Capital Projects

- Andrew Buchanan reports on activities & planning.

In addition to much work being done to prepare
for the coming Summer months, more of which
will be elsewhere in this
, two major
Henfold site projects are in hand.

Recently launched by the Committee is a longer
term project for the next phase of the overall
plan to develop Henfold, as originally set out in
2009.

Coming to a conclusion is the
project to provide a permanent
electricity supply.
You may recall that early in 2011
I reported that funds were needed
to pay for the final connection.

The project is to explore the possibilities and
ramifications of building a ‘Pavilion’.

Apart from providing some comfort and extra
facilities for our Members and visitors it will
also allow RBKA to substantially expand our
I can now report that the money has been Training Programme.
saved from ‘Donations and Honey Sales’ during A small sub-committee is
2011 and we now need to be able to complete drawing up some ideas of
the job ready for the first Summer Meeting on where it would be located,
Wednesday 4th April.
what it might (really) look
However, it will now be a close run thing to
achieve this time target. Vince Gallo will be
building a small kiosk to house the Meter &
Switch gear.
But before that can be started, digging of
modest foundations and for underground
ducting is required, followed by the mixing and
pouring of concrete.
So we really do urgently need some ‘younger’
members to join us during a weekday or
weekend for a few hours in early March to help
us with this necessary preparatory work.
Please contact me either on 01306 712773 or
email: andrewb38@btinternet.com
Your time will be much appreciated.

Mulch ado about nothing so far
Sadly no offers of mulch have been received
yet for the Henfold apiary.
Can anyone help towards supplying enough
for the 150 foot run of newly planted
hedgerows?
That's about 7 tons of mulch needed in total!
Reply to Pam Saunders 01372 374917 or
pgsaunders@onetel.com

like, and how much it could
cost.
Their findings are being presented to the
Committee for approval.
Once this has been achieved, an EGM will be
called to seek the support of the Membership
for putting the plan into operation.
(that’s the 18th April everyone … look out for
the formal EGM notice in due course!)

Apiary Tidy-Up
Volunteers are requested on Saturday the
17th March, with a 10am start, to help ensure
the Henfold site is ready for commencement
of Apiary meetings on the 4th April.
Whilst electricity services are still being
hastily connected, a general tidy-up
elsewhere will be needed.
If you can spare some time on the 17th March,
please contact Tim Hall on 01306 631737
During the same day, some Beginners Course
attendees may also be present, providing that
other first sound of spring… the merry ‘tap tap’
sound of frame making!
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Spoof Pavilion - www.BeeHiveLodges.co.uk

Beekeepers Advice & Tips
March Tips Checklist
Early in March, do not inspect the bees unless you have a good reason, and do not inspect
(as apposed to checking), until the Flowering Currant is in bloom.
The size of the hive can be estimated by the number of frames being used in the cluster,
there are usually 4 to 7 seams of bees to a cluster.
Ÿ Check the smell by raising the cover board - a cold and dank hive may have died ammonia or mousy smell may indicate a mouse - decay and a horrible smell may mean
brood disease.
Ÿ Check for food, lift the crown board and check the size and position of the cluster relative
to the top bar, if the bees are at the top feed them.
Ÿ Check for the queen by moving the cover board back, remove the dummy frame, then
the outer frame checking it for food, then the next frame (check for food) until you see
brood then close up immediately.
Ÿ Remove mouse guards.
Ÿ Keep a water supply available.
Ÿ If you have a hive which is very strong, consider taking a frame of emerging brood and
giving it to a weaker hive.
Ÿ If a colony has over wintered on two brood boxes they can be reduced to one on a warm
day. Remove the lower box and place any stores beside the brood in the upper box.
About three weeks later add a brood box of foundation above the box with brood.
Ÿ If a colony does not build up, they may have Nosema (try feeding sugar syrup containing
menthol or thymol at 0.1%).
Ÿ Plan to replace queens that are over 18 months old.
Ÿ Plan to replace with foundation at least four brood combs a year in every brood box.
Ÿ Keep records about the condition of your colonies.
.……..adapted from Northants BKA website

Pollen Feeding is still important

The quality and age of pollen will significantly
affect the ‘performance’ of bees.

Last month we featured the benefit of making
and feeding pollen patties to give our colonies Bees feeding on fresh pollen could produce
say 220 larvae, whereas the same number of
a good start in Spring.
bees feeding on pollen that has been stored
So let’s consider the ‘bee bread’ which is the
for a year would only produce around 65
stored pollen that our bees will have been
larvae.
eating during the winter.
This indicates the importance and benefit of
Natural pollen itself is variable; the protein
early access to fresh pollen. Which is why
content ranges from 7% to 30%, and the
when fresh pollen is scarce it is beneficial to
amino acids constituting the protein also vary feed a substitute.
considerably.
.……..base on notes from Adam Leitch’s BBKA module (1) Course
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Equipment News
Auction of Bees and Beekeeping Equipment - Saturday 31st March 2012
Viewing on the day will be from
11:00 a.m.
The auction of equipment will start at 12:00 p.m.
The auction of live Bees will start at
3:00 p.m.
Refreshments will be available on site.
Visit the

stand during the event.

The location is Mickleham Village Hall, Dell Close, Mickleham, Surrey
RH5 6EF - just off the A24, between Leatherhead and Dorking.
The auction will be restricted to 300 lots. To sell your unwanted items, please hurry to
complete and submit a Sellers Form asap to the auctioneer.
A Sellers Form and Terms & Conditions are being circulated with
or can also be
downloaded and viewed from the website, www.reigatebeekeepers.org.uk
A catalogue of the items for sale will be published on the website on Friday, 23rd March
and it will be updated as needed on Friday 30th March.
Any questions, or for offers of help on the day (see page 3), email Andy Robinson at:
auction@reigatebeekeepers.org.uk or call on 07595 893343

2 Hive Locations Offered
Two offers for members to site
hives on properties have been
received by
.

Apiary site in Dorking
Transition
Dorking, have
created a new orchard with 100
young apple, pear, plum & gauge
fruit trees, first planted 2 years
ago.
Sited on the edge of Ranmore
Common, near Dorking West
Station & St Martins School, more
details can be found at:
www.dorkingcommunityorchard.wordpr
ess.com

Space for a number of hives
located at the edges of the
orchard planting is being offered.
Please contact Eleanor Lines at
elines@blueyonder.co.uk

Apiary site in Stoke D'Abernon
The Executive Head Chef at the Woodlands Park Hotel would
like to offer an apiary site to anyone who may be interested.
Please contact him directly at MAshton@handpicked.co.uk
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New Beekeeping Experiences
A Mentors Perspective
What does it mean to be a Mentor?
The name of Mentor, from Greek mythology,
has been adopted to describe someone who
imparts wisdom to and shares knowledge with
less experienced colleagues.
Well what does this mean in beekeeping terms?
I cannot ever recall thinking about mentoring.
It just happened, as things do, and before you
know it you have a task to fulfil. I’ve been
beekeeping for 4 years now and still learning!
After a 12 week introductory course, I observed
a number of very experienced mentors for a
season at Mickleham before venturing into
purchasing my own bees. As a visual learner
this was an excellent experience. Alongside
being able to ask questions, I shared my woes
and worries about my adolescent girls. After
taking the Basic exam I shadowed Audrey Gill
for a year, and the rest I guess is history. With
increasing interest in beekeeping and a huge
influx of new beekeepers needing practical
induction, my arm was bent so to speak… Tom
Moremon and I paired up, and have mentored
for the last two years.

We follow a core syllabus, but each year
provides very different learning experiences.
In 2010, we practiced swarm management,
changing comb, feeding bees, pests and
diseases etc. Last year, we ended up managing
two hives. When one of the two colonies
struggled to build-up, it provided opportunities
for comparison, like the impact of a poorly
mated queen, & the insertion of a queen cell to
attempt to address the problem.
When the group’s decision was finally and
rightly made to destroy the colony due to
Nosema, they were shown how to prepare and
seal the hive. After the colony was destroyed,
the comb was to be removed the following
week. But to our surprise, another colony had
moved in!!!! A learning point again …checking
that the hive remained sealed after destroying
the bees …we can only assume a small cast had
been looking for a home …

Each year brings new learning for us, as
mentors and mentees. They say “bees don’t
always read the books”. In this respect there
are plenty of more experienced beekeepers
around to mentor the mentors.

The beginning of the season presents other
learning opportunities, like making up
equipment, cleaning and changing comb, etc.
A lack of hive stands at one stage last year
resulted in our mentee’s learning how to run
two hives on top of each other, courtesy of the
expertise of Mike Hill (not possible for us WBC
beekeepers). The season at the teaching apiary
provides opportunities for many questions to
be asked. And if Tom or I don’t know the
answer, we know a few who do.

We are aware that for some new beekeepers
the commitment to attend a teaching apiary
every week may not be possible. At the
beginning of the season we may have 5-8
people around a hive, but numbers tail off after
a few weeks. It does concern me that those not
coming regularly miss out on so much practical
learning and support that a basic 12 week
course cannot cover.

Our mentee’s last year all had challenges with
their own bees and sought our advice; for
example bees suddenly dying (later diagnosed
as bee paralysis), and bees swarming and
returning to the hive. Vince Gallo’s talk this
month (Wed 7th March) will provide an insight
into his own learning and experience as one of
our new beekeepers.

Seeing enthusiastic beginners gain confidence
in handling the bees and share their knowledge
and learning is always a joy. I would not have
taken up beekeeping if it had not been for the
people who mentored me. I think the teaching
apiary for a beginner is an opportunity to
observe, learn and understand different
practices and work different hives. Tom and I
both have WBC’s, but at the teaching apiary we
are often found working with Nationals.

The role of mentoring also receives support at
national level. The BBKA has in the last year
run groups for mentors to share teaching
methods and techniques. Mentors are also
encouraged to study further & take modules
(particularly No 1). The next phase I suspect
is to have an official certificate as a Mentor.
Whatever the future holds it can only be to the
bee’s advantage. I for one am very grateful to
my previous mentors.
Maggie Minter
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Reigate Membership = 192

Members News
You know you’re a Beekeeper when …………….

1. You’re often seen dressed in a strange boiler suit and face mask.
2. You have answers ready, just in case, you are asked about subjects such as: Africanised
bees, the differences between wasps and bees, and the value of local honey in preventing allergies.
3. You check out all the honey labels and prices at the supermarket.
4. You know that national hives are not itchy red patches on your skin.
5. You've estimated just how much money you spent to control mites.
6. Your friends and neighbours think you are the answer to, and sometimes the cause of,
every swarm and bees-in-the-wall problem.
7. You’ve scraped propolis and wax off places, such as your kitchen floor.
8. There is a bucket of something in your garage that can only be good for smoker fuel.
9. You are called ‘the Bee Man’, or ‘the Bee Lady’ by people who don't know your name.
10. You welcome a rainy weekend if it will stimulate nectar production.
11. Your family and friends know exactly what they're going to get for Christmas.
12. You don't mow the lawn because the bees are working the weeds.
13. You drive down a road and find yourself evaluating the roadside flowers for their
honey-producing potential.
14. You come indoors smelling of smoke, although there is no bonfire.
15. You know all about the benefits of a matriarchal society.
16. You never stop marvelling at these wonderful creatures.
Did this list remind you of RBKA members, and how many ‘signs’ did you recognise ?

Are there others you would like to suggest, or like readers of the
American Bee Journal (from which the list above was adapted) does your
partner have similar ‘signs’ to recognise they are married to a
beekeeper ?
Here are a few suggestions as starters.
Ÿ They plan weddings, child birth, holidays and other events around
your honey extracting time.
Ÿ They know more than they want to about queens, and they share
your attentions with lots of girls.
Contributed by Peter Stevens

Membership Cards
It has come to my notice that some Membership Cards for 2011/2012
have been issued with the year showing as 2010/2011! As I cannot
persuade anyone else to take the blame for the oversight and since
I was responsible for the error anyway, I offer my apologies to
members who have received an incorrect card.
If the card is ‘yellow’ it is a perfectly valid card for 2011/2012
membership and as a receipt for your subscription payment,
regardless of the date shown.
Andrew Buchanan
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Swarm Stories
Bee Prepared to Receive a Swarm - advice from Richard Woodhouse
Firstly, for general advice about swarms and
swarm collection I strongly recommend BBKA
Advisory Leaflet B4 available on their website.
www.bbka.org.uk/members/information_downloads

Wherever possible, our Swarm Collection
Team try to capture swarms directly into an
RBKA member's prepared hive box that has
previously been supplied to a Team member,
local to the RBKA member. (List of Team
members/locations is at end of this article).
Preparing the Hive
To be ready to receive a swarm, the hive box
should be complete with clean frames, new
foundation, crown board and roof. The box
must be secured by screwed straps or plates
to a solid floorboard. A suitable piece of mesh
and securing drawing pins should also be
provided, to enable closure of the entrance,
whilst retaining ventilation, before removal of
the captured swarm at the end of the day. Fit
frame spacers if needed and dummy boards as
necessary to prevent the frames sliding on
their runners. A ratchet strap to secure the
entire hive for added security during later
transport is also a good idea.
The box should also be marked with the owner's name and contact phone number.

Fixing the box to the floor allows them to be
moved as one by the swarm collector, and
secondly - and importantly - it ensures safe
transport of the swarm direct to the intended
hive site. If they are not securely fixed to each

other, there is a serious risk of bees leaching
into the transporting vehicle. Traffic movements could cause the box to shift from the
floor, creating the awful situation of bees
escaping while in transit.
It is absolutely vital to have a secure bee-tight
container for transport of the bees to avoid a
traffic hazard.
Hence the need to also securely cover the
entrance while the bees are transported.
When moving any bees in a vehicle, the hive
box should be oriented with frames parallel
with the direction of travel to minimise frame
swinging in transit.
The solid floor is required because we have
found that mesh floors too often induce a
captured swarm to abscond. Adam Leitch has
confirmed this behavior is explained by research showing that the honeybee swarm
essentially seeks a dark enclosed cavity for its
nest, with minimum light. Remember that the
swarm is a colony in an unusual state –
temporarily without any nest site, brood, or
stores. Its first aim is to find an appropriate
dark cavity for a nest site. However, once the
swarm adopts a nest site, it will quickly draw
comb with cells for the queen to lay brood in and once brood is established, a mesh floor
can replace the solid one, because bees will
not normally desert brood.
If you wish, a mesh floor can be converted to
solid, by covering it with a tight fitting sheet
of cardboard or thin plywood. But ensure that
the entrance gap is not compromised. The
mesh floor can be uncovered once brood is
established.
Our Preferred Collection Method.
We try to position the hive box as close as
possible under the cluster. If the swarm has
clustered high above ground level, we follow
Eddie Webster's practice of using stacked
bottle crates, (see February’s
) or similar, to raise the hive as high as is safe and
practical. The aim being to minimize the drop
into the box.
Once the swarm has gone into the supplied
hive, and the Queen is evidently safely in, the
box can be lowered to a convenient position
for later collection and the crates removed.
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The original cluster site can then be sprayed
with repellent to deter flying bees from regathering there.
When the swarm has settled in the hive box,
its owner is notified and invited to call at dusk,
after the bees have stopped flying, to close
the entrance and remove the hive to its future
intended site. This should prevent many flying
bees being left behind.
This system is tried and tested, and works
well.
It has the great advantage of reducing the
number (and therefore the stress) of transfers, so decreasing loss of bees. In addition,
by ensuring that virtually all the flying bees
are in the box when it is removed, it reduces
the risk of leaving behind a troublesome residue of homeless bees.
Above all, this gets bees quickly to a beekeeper who wants them.
Last year between April and September we
caught 72 swarms. These went to 41 different RBKA members, with priority given
to beginners and novices and those known to
be short of bees. In addition, we also supplied
swarms to RBKA sites.
In accordance with BBKA advice, we do not
make any charge for this service.
However, this does not prevent us receiving
donations to RBKA, whether from grateful
members of the public when we remove a
swarm from their property, or from beekeepers who benefit from getting the bees. Indeed,
for many years now such donations have
provided a welcome addition to our funds -

last year, for example, we received over
£1,100 in this way.
This year I expect swarming to commence
from mid-April - but remember last year our
season started early, with our first recorded
swarm on 6th April.
So, if you are interested in getting a swarm,
please:
1. Get a hive box ready for swarm reception
as already described.
2. Prepare your site for the hive.
3. Contact your nearest member of the Swarm
Collection Team (listed below) to get your
name on their list of Swarm recipients.
4. Deliver your prepared box, as arranged, to
the Swarm Collector.
5. Stand-by for the call to collect the swarm but be patient, because we cannot control or
guarantee swarms!
6. Answer the call, and remove the box from
the swarm location as soon as possible after
the bees have stopped flying, as arranged
with the owner of the location.
7. In the event of your benefiting from the
service by receiving a hived swarm, consider
making a donation to Reigate Beekeepers,
which our Treasurer Andrew Buchanan will be
very pleased to receive.
Richard Woodhouse
In next months
: What you need to do once
you have collected your hived swarm.

RBKA Swarm Collection Team 2012 Listed alphabetically by area
Abinger ………… Paul Cleaver

01306 730188 & 07767 887867

Banstead ……… Cyril Humphries

01737 358355

Buckland ……… Neil Vigers

01737 243698 & 07979 251159

Dorking ……….. David Allbeury

01306 876389 & 07860 227451

Fetcham……….. Richard Bradfield

01372 379222 & 07923 600266

Horley…………… Gerry Poole

01293 774041 & 07836 725211

Newdigate…….. Alec Bourhill

01306 631212

Redhill …………. Eddie Webster

01737 765619

Reigate ……….. Richard Woodhouse

01737 247395 & 07710 245993

Westcott ……… Alan O’Hea

01306 876818 & 01306 230399
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Meet the Committee
Buzziest Interview - this month: Jack Chapman
What’s happening?
JC: I’m currently sipping a Margherita in
Florida wondering both how I will answer
these questions… and why!
How long have you been a beekeeper
& how many hives do you presently manage?
JC: 8 years and I have 7 National hives, 4 at
my home and 3 at the National Trust,
Polesden Lacey.
What got you into beekeeping?
JC: A work colleague retiring from beekeeping
gave me his hive & equipment.
When did you first become a member
of the committee?
JC: Late summer of 2011…so I’m still learning.
What’s your current role on the
Committee?
JC: I’m still serving my apprenticeship, so I
don’t yet have a specific role.
Have you held other positions in the
Division?
JC: No.
Did you volunteer to join the
committee, or were you coerced into the role?
JC: I was asked if I would be interested,
subject to the Committee agreeing to my
nomination.

What’s looking like being the best
aspect of the role?
JC:
Working
with
a
Committee
of
extraordinary diversity of talent.
And the worst?
JC: An overflowing Inbox.

So, why did you accept the role?
JC: Ask me again in another year. It’s still
very early in the romance!

If you could, what would you try to
change about the job?
JC: See above!

What have you got from your
involvement so far then?
JC: A broader perspective on what’s
happening in the world of beekeeping, and an
opportunity to help members increase their
knowledge, understanding and enjoyment of
beekeeping.

Does being on the Committee help or
hinder your own beekeeping?
JC: Definitely a help due to the close access
to all that expertise within the Committee.

How much time per month do you think
you will typically devote to the role?
JC: Only being 6 months into the role, it’s
difficult to gauge.

Do you have a message for the
membership?
JC: Many many thanks to all those members
who contribute in many different ways to
RBKA.
Thank you Jack, hope the Margherita
didn’t get too warm in the meantime.
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Photo - Jack Chapman

Questions & Answers
Please send your questions and queries to the editors
page)

(contact details on last

and we will seek out an answer or explanation to publish in a future issue.

Question - What is Bee Venom and how is it used and collected ?
Honey bee venom, or Apitoxin as it is also
known, is a bitter colourless liquid. It is
produced in the venom gland of female bees
from the time they are fourteen days old, and
is stored in their venom sac (approximately 0.3
mg per bee).
A bee can inject 0.1 mg of venom via its stinger.
The venom is acidic, (pH 4.5 to 5.5), and is
similar to snake venom and nettle toxin.
Composed of enzymes, proteins and amino
acids, the active portion is a complex mixture
of proteins, which cause local inflammation
and act as an anti-coagulant.
Containing about thirty biologically active
compounds, some of which are practically
impossible to synthesize by chemical methods,
bee venom is a unique multi-component
complex.
The
main
anti-inflammatory
pharmacological components are peptides:
Melittin, Apamin, peptide 401, Adolapin and
protease-inhibitors.

After drying it is a white powder. If not
protected from oxidation, this will change to
brownish-yellow colour. Oxidation can also
reduce its healing properties.
There are different kinds of venom such as:
‘whole dried’ which may be contaminated with
pollen, faeces, dust, nectar: and ‘freeze-dried’
which is highly processed and purified. During
the preparation its moisture content and any
other contaminants are removed. Freezedrying is also used to preserve the venom, but
some of the active components may be also be
removed.
If the venom is protected from moisture and
light it can be stored for five years or more. It
will not lose its toxicity, but its healing effects
are reduced.
Uses of Bee venom
Bee venom therapy is used for a wide range of
treatments such as for rheumatism and joint
diseases, due to its anti-coagulant and antiinflammatory properties; and is claimed to
benefit chronic pain, hearing problems,
trauma, multiple sclerosis, scars, spondylitis
deformants, sporiasis, and arthritis.

It is a strong immunological agent which can
stimulate the human body's protective
mechanisms against disease. There are
different mechanisms of venom action in the
human body; indirectly through the hormone
A toxin extracted from the venom, Apamin,
system and directly on the cardiovascular
which speeds up brain activity, has also been
system.
credited with alleviating conditions such as
Collecting Bee Venom
muscular dystrophy, depression and dementia.
A common method of collecting venom, which
generally does not kill the bees, uses an
electric shock to stimulate the bees to sting. A
collector frame made from wood or plastic,
with a wire grid to carry electrical pulses is
placed at the hive entrance.

The Chinese have combined traditional
acupuncture methods with the use of bee
venom to treat epilepsy; and in homeopathic
practice bee venom is mixed with snake and
centipede venoms, then taken orally to treat
cancer.

Under the grid a glass sheet is positioned and
covered with a plastic or rubber material to
avoid contamination of the venom. Bees
contacting the wire grid receive a mild electric
shock, and sting the surface of the collector
sheet. Venom is then deposited between the
glass and the protective material, where it
dries and is able to be recovered.

Cosmetic use of bee venom is also wide spread
amongst celebrities and others, including the
Duchess of Cornwall and Posh Spice. Anti-aging
properties are claimed. Bee venom is used to
stimulate the production of naturally-occurring
collagen and elastin chemicals in the skin and
muscles, which reduce wrinkles by relaxing and
strengthening the tissues.
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Therapeutic Effects on Human Body

Composition of Bee Venom
● 52% Melittin - a strong anti-inflammatory agent,
induces cortisol production
● 10-12% Phospholipase - most destructive
component, an enzyme which degrades cellular
membranes, causes decreased blood pressure, and
inhibits blood coagulation
● 2-5% Adolapin - anti-inflammatory and analgesic
● 2% Protease-inhibitors - anti-inflammatory
agents and stop bleeding
● 0.5-2% Histamine - involved in the allergic
response
● 1-3% Hyaluronidas - dilates the capillaries causing
the spread of inflammation

Improves cell regeneration
Activates renewal of damaged skin cells
Scar reducing effect
Helps treat and reduce fine lines and wrinkles
Helps collagen formation
Reduces skin ageing including photo-ageing
Anti-bacterial
Anti-inflammatory
Helps treat & prevent skin acne
Helps maintain lower cholesterol
Fortifies the natural immune system to increase
antibodies against infections and diseases
● Improves energy levels
● Improves blood circulation
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

It is estimated that over 1% of the human
population are allergic to bee venom, but it is
also a medical phenomena, and another marvel
● Apamin- a mild neurotoxin, also increases cortisol
from the amazing world of bees.
production
Article based on extracts from various sources inc. American Bee Journal
Graham Pooley

● 1-2% Dopamine & Noradrenaline - increase
pulse rate

Library News
Book Review - Haynes Bee Manual
When I first learned to drive, very
few people could afford a nice new
car. New cars were in short supply
even if you could afford one and
like most teenagers I was hard-up!
My brother and I shared a rather
battered 1934 Austin 10 saloon.
It did all we wanted, and if it let us
down we got out the appropriate
Haynes manual and fixed it.
Haynes manuals were a way of life!
So, when I saw that they had
produced a manual for The Bee, I
was intrigued and went to look at
a copy.

I have to say that I was really
impressed. The content and the
pictures were excellent.
The authors are very experienced
beekeepers and know how to keep
the reader interested in what they
have to say.
It is plain straightforward advice
with good illustrations and Claire
Waring’s photographs are a joy.
Haynes also produce a manual for the
Titanic, but don’t let that put you off!
Review by Audrey Gill
Rating

Authors - Claire and Adrian Waring
Publisher - Haynes
Price - around £13
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Book cover - Haynes

